, and as expected, in an in ery, and cell death can ensue if the impediment is not vitro reaction, human Pol was found to synthesize DNA overcome. Both in yeast and in humans, DNA polymerwith a low fidelity (Matsuda et al., 2000) . ase (Pol) promotes error-free replication of UV-damWhile steady-state kinetic analyses provide accurate aged DNA. In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, mutational inmeasurements of fidelity, they do not address the mechactivation of the RAD30 gene, which encodes Pol, results anistic basis of fidelity (Johnson, 1995) . Instead, prein increased sensitivity to UV irradiation, and it also leads steady-state kinetic analyses are required to identify all to increased UV-induced mutation frequencies ( merase-DNA complex then binds the dNTP, (3) the polyBiochemical studies with Pol have shown that it has merase undergoes a rate-limiting conformational change the unique ability to synthesize DNA on templates conto a catalytically competent state, (4) the chemical step taining UV-induced cis-syn thymine-thymine (T-T) diof phosphodiester bond formation then occurs rapidly, mers efficiently and accurately by preferentially incorpo-(5) the DNA polymerase returns to its original conformarating two A's opposite the two T's of the dimer (Johnson tional state, and (6) the DNA substrate finally dissociates et al., 1999b, 2000; Washington et al., 2000) . By contrast, from the polymerase. classical DNA polymerases, which function during repliBased on these pre-steady-state kinetic studies, it cation or repair, do not efficiently incorporate nucleohas also been proposed that the high fidelity of the T7 tides opposite the T-T dimer, presumably because of the DNA polymerase results from an induced-fit mechanism distorted geometry of the lesion (Ciarrocchi and Pedrini, Wong et al., 1991) . Although this proposal for T7 polymerase needs to be reexamined (see Discussion), in an induced-fit mechanism for nucleotide discrimination, when the polymerase undergoes the conformational change (step 3), it does so at a much faster rate when the correct nucleotide is bound than when the incorrect nucleotide is bound. Thus, by detecting the presence of a correct base pair, this conformational change step would make a major contribution to the high fidelity of nucleotide incorporation. The ability of Pol to replicate through distorting DNA lesions and its low-fidelity raise a number of important questions: for instance, is Pol able to preferentially bind the correct nucleotide at the initial nucleotide binding step (step 2), and if so, how strongly does it discriminate between the correct and incorrect nucleotides at this binding step? Does Pol undergo an induced-fit conformational change following nucleotide binding (step 3), and if so, how strongly does it discriminate between the correct and incorrect nucleotides during this conformational change step? To answer these questions, we have performed a pre-steady-state kinetic analysis of yeast Pol and examined the mechanism of correct and incorrect nucleotide incorporation. We show here that Pol utilizes an induced-fit mechanism; Pol, however, discriminates poorly between the correct and incorrect nucleotides at both the initial nucleotide bind- We employed pre-steady-state kinetics to analyze the mechanism of nucleotide incorporation by Pol and to determine the basis of its low fidelity. We measured The amount of 26-mer product formed was graphed the dissociation constants associated with correct and as a function of time, and the kinetics of single-nucleoincorrect nucleotide binding (K D ) and the rate constants tide incorporation was indeed biphasic ( Figure 1B) . A for correct and incorrect nucleotide incorporation (k pol ). rapid burst phase of nucleotide incorporation was folHowever, prior to this, we determined whether Pol exlowed by a slow linear phase of nucleotide incorporahibits biphasic kinetics (i.e., "burst kinetics") for singletion, indicating that nucleotide incorporation in the first nucleotide incorporation, which is a necessary first step turnover was faster than nucleotide incorporation in in carrying out pre-steady-state kinetic analyses. In adsubsequent turnovers. Thus, the rate-determining step dition, we measured the K D associated with DNA binding of single-nucleotide incorporation in subsequent turnto clearly define the conditions with which to conduct overs is after the chemical step, and one likely candidate our subsequent experiments.
for this is the dissociation of Pol from the DNA substrate. The data were fit by nonlinear regression to the burst equation (see Experimental Procedures) with a Pre-Steady-State Kinetic Analysis of Pol To determine if Pol exhibited biphasic kinetics (i.e., burst amplitude equal to 27 Ϯ 0.7 nM, a burst rate constant equal to 1.0 Ϯ 0.09 s
Ϫ1
, and a linear rate constant burst kinetics) of single-nucleotide incorporation, we first examined the incorporation of the correct nucleoequal to 0.0083 Ϯ 0.0008 s Ϫ1 . As expected, the rate constant of the linear phase, calculated by dividing the tide, dATP, opposite a template T residue in the DNA substrate shown in Figure 1A . Because of the fast rate slope by the enzyme concentration, was identical to the maximum rate constant (k cat ) of dATP incorporation of correct nucleotide incorporation, these experiments were carried out using a rapid chemical quench flow instruopposite a template T residue measured under steadystate conditions (data not shown). ment, which allows for the rapid mixing and quenching of reactions on the millisecond timescale. The DNA subThe presence of a pre-steady-state burst of singlenucleotide incorporation gave us the opportunity to exstrate (100 nM final concentration) was preincubated with Pol (35 nM final active site concentration; see amine the mechanism of nucleotide incorporation by Pol in detail (Johnson, 1992 (Johnson, , 1995 (Figure 2A) . The initial time points for each DNA concentration were fit using nonlinear regression to the exponential equation (see Experimental Procedures). The amplitude was then graphed as a function of DNA concentration ( Figure 2B ), and these data were fit using nonlinear regression to the quadratic equation (see Ex- To obtain the K D for correct nucleotide binding and the maximum rate constant of correct nucleotide incorporation (k pol ), we next examined the incorporation of dATP thesis is more biologically relevant than the rate measured under single-nucleotide incorporation conditions. opposite a template T residue at various concentrations of dATP (0.5-15 M; Figure 3A) . The initial time points Thus, to ensure that the k pol during processive synthesis is the same as the k pol that we measured for singlefor each dATP concentration were fit using nonlinear regression to the exponential equation, and the rate nucleotide incorporation, we examined the kinetics of nucleotide incorporation during processive DNA syntheconstant was graphed as a function of dATP concentration ( Figure 3B ). These data were fit using nonlinear sis. We preincubated Pol (35 nM) and the DNA substrate (100 nM) in one syringe and dGTP, dATP, and regression to the hyperbolic equation (see Experimental Procedures), which gave the k pol of 1.3 Ϯ 0.09 s Ϫ1 and dTTP (50 M each) in the other syringe. In the absence of dCTP, the 25-mer primer can be extended by up to K D dATP of 2.4 Ϯ 0.5 nM. The K D dATP is rather typical of interactions between DNA polymerases and correct nufour nucleotides (see Figure 1A ). Figure 3C shows the amount of 26-mer, 27-mer, 28-cleotides ( ahead and incorporating the next nucleotide following each nucleotide incorporation event. For a k pol equal to 1.3 s Ϫ1 and a k off equal to 0.25 s Ϫ1 , the processivity is equal to 0.84. This value is similar to previously reported measurements of the processivity of Pol (Washington et al., 1999 (Washington et al., , 2000 and is further supported by the fact that the concentrations of the intermediate species in Figure 3C (26-mer, 27-mer, and 28-mer) finally accumulate at approximately 5 nM rather than returning to baseline (zero).
As mentioned above, slow dissociation of Pol from the DNA substrate is a likely candidate for the steadystate rate-determining step for single-nucleotide incorporation (k cat ). Surprisingly, the magnitude of k off obtained from the simulation is about 20-to 30-fold faster than the k cat (0.01 s Figure  3C do not return to baseline.
Kinetics of Incorrect Nucleotide Incorporation
To obtain the K D for incorrect nucleotide binding and a maximum rate constant of incorrect nucleotide incorporation (k pol ), we next examined the kinetics of dCTP incorporation opposite a template T residue at various concentrations of dCTP (5-40 M; Figure 4A ). Because of the slow rate of incorrect nucleotide incorporation, these experiments were performed by hand. Data from each Next, we examined whether the k pol value we observe for Pol is a direct measure of the chemical step of phosphodiester bond formation, or whether it is a meaFor the computer simulation, the rate constant for Pol dissociation from each of the intermediates (k off ) was sure of a conformational change immediately preceding the chemical step. To distinguish between these alterna-0.25 s
Ϫ1
. The k pol and k off values can be used to calculate the processivity, P, of Pol using the equation P ϭ k pol / tives, we first examined the effect of a sulfur atom substitution for oxygen at the ␣-phosphate of the incoming (k pol ϩ k off ). P is defined as the probability of moving Figure 5B shows the incorporation of the incorrect nucleotide dCTP and dCTP␣S as a function of time, and the data were fit by nonlinear regression to the burst equation. For dCTP incorporation the burst rate constant was 0.0066 Ϯ 0.0011 s Ϫ1 , and for dCTP␣S incorporation the burst rate constant was 0.0034 Ϯ 0.0012 s Ϫ1 . In this case, the elemental effect is 1.9, which suggests that for incorrect nucleotide incorporation also, k pol may reflect a conformational change prior to the chemical step.
Although the lack of a substantial elemental effect supports the presence of a rate-limiting conformational change prior to the chemical step, it does not demand that a noncovalent step precede catalysis. Further support for attributing the lack of a substantial elemental effect to a conformational change rather than to catalysis has been provided by the observation of a substantial elemental effect in some situations. For instance, while the E. coli DNA polymerase I (Klenow) shows a small elemental effect on k pol for correct nucleotide incorporation, suggesting that it corresponds to a conformational change step (Kuchta et al., 1987) , it shows a large elemental effect on k pol for incorrect nucleotide incorpora- In the proposed scheme, the presence of the conforproductive catalytic complex where chemistry occurs rapidly. Although Pol utilizes the same two-step promational change step (step 3, Figure 6A ) immediately prior to the chemical step is deduced from the small cess for nucleotide incorporation, it possesses a lower fidelity and must differ from these other DNA polymerelemental effect observed when a sulfur atom is substituted for oxygen at the ␣-phosphate of the nucleotide ases in the contribution that each of these steps makes to fidelity. and from the comparison of pulse-chase and acid-quench experiments. Also, it should be noted that the rate-A comparison of the K D dNTP for correct and incorrect nucleotide binding provides the free energy differences determining step for single-nucleotide incorporation under steady-state conditions (k cat ) is shown here as the (⌬⌬G) associated with the initial binding of nucleotides to the polymerase. The 5.4-fold selectivity of Pol for rate of Pol dissociation from DNA (k off ; step 6, Figure  6A ). However, as suggested by the processive DNA synthe binding of the correct over the incorrect nucleotide (Table 1) corresponds to a ⌬⌬G equal to 1.0 kcal/mol thesis experiment, it is possible that k off is 20-to 30-fold faster than k cat . In such a case, the rate-determining ( Figure 6B ). This small ⌬⌬G is similar in magnitude to the step during steady-state turnover would be another step free energy differences between primer terminal correct following the chemical step that does not limit proand incorrect base pairs-0.3-1 kcal/mol-determined cessive DNA synthesis.
by DNA-melting experiments (Petruska et al., 1988) . This suggests that nucleotides initially bind Pol according to their intrinsic ability to base pair with the template Mechanistic Basis of the Fidelity of Pol Pre-steady-state kinetic analyses with E. coli Klenow residue without the constraints of geometric selection imposed by the polymerase. (Kuchta et al., 1987; Frey et al., 1995) , T4 DNA polymer- A comparison of the k pol for correct and incorrect nucase with Klenow and T7 DNA polymerase. For these polymerases, the rate-limiting step is different during cleotide incorporation by Pol provides the free energy differences (⌬⌬G ‡ ) associated with the activation barrier correct and incorrect nucleotide incorporation. For correct nucleotide incorporation by Klenow, the conformaof the rate-limiting step, which is the induced-fit conformational change. The 150-fold selectivity of Pol for tional change step is rate limiting, showing an elemental effect of 3.0 (Kuchta et al., 1987), whereas for incorrect incorporating the correct over the incorrect nucleotide (Table 1) With respect to the initial nucleotide binding event, the case of incorrect nucleotide incorporation by T7 DNA polymerase, the chemical step likely slows down Pol resembles the repair polymerase but not the replicative polymerase (Table 1, Figure 6B ). Pol binds the dramatically and becomes rate limiting. Consequently, for both Klenow and T7 DNA polymerase, some if not correct nucleotide 5.4-fold better than the incorrect nucleotide, corresponding to a ⌬⌬G equal to 1.0 kcal/mol. most of the discrimination during the incorporation of the bound nucleotide is achieved at the chemical step. This is similar to Klenow, which binds the correct nucleotide 3.4-fold better than the incorrect nucleotide, In addition to differences in the mechanism of discrimination employed during the incorporation of the bound corresponding to a ⌬⌬G equal to 0.8 kcal/mol. T7 DNA polymerase, by contrast, binds the correct nucleotide nucleotide, Pol resembles neither T7 DNA polymerase nor Klenow with respect to the degree of discrimination 390-fold better than the incorrect nucleotide, corresponding to a ⌬⌬G equal to 3.5 kcal/mol ( Figure 6B ). The rate-limiting step of nucleo-6B). Consequently, T7 DNA polymerase significantly stabilizes correct nucleotide binding and destabilizes incortide incorporation (k pol ) for Pol is 150-fold faster when the correct nucleotide is bound than when the incorrect rect nucleotide binding, while Klenow and Pol do not.
For the incorporation of the bound nucleotide, Pol nucleotide is bound, corresponding to a ⌬⌬G ‡ equal to 3.0 kcal/mol (arrows in Figure 6B ). This sharply contrasts resembles neither the replicative nor the repair polymerase with respect to the mechanism of nucleotide diswith T7 DNA polymerase and Klenow, in which the k pol step is 2,100-fold and 5,000-fold faster when the correct crimination. As stated earlier, the discrimination during the incorporation of the bound nucleotide by Pol is nucleotide is bound than when the incorrect nucleotide is bound (Table 1) Acid-Quench and Pulse-Chase Experiments Acid-quench and pulse-chase experiments were carried out using and full-length yeast Pol under the control of the inducible GAL PGK promoter and which has the leu2d selectable marker, was the Rapid Chemical Quench Flow instrument under the conditions described above. Preincubated Pol (100 nM final concentration) grown as previously described (Johnson et al., 1999b) . The GSTPol fusion protein was purified as previously described ( 
